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We include two code files that we intended for inclusion with the published article: the i-2DLP
interpolator (Code 1) and the Legendre2D Polynomial fitting code (Code 2).

The i-2DLP was developed with the aim of increasing the resolution of a given image. For the
sake of our research, we have applied it to wavefronts and phases, considering this tool as a filter,
to correct errors such as tilt (in both the x and y axes) in measurements performed by optical
systems. The i-2DLP allowed to measure tilts up to 15 degrees. In Fig. ?? we show the flowchart
of the i-2DLP, indicating the inputs and outputs with ovals the subroutines in rectangles and the
decision variables in rhomboids. In summary, this code increases the resolution of a mxm image
to a size of (m − 1)xNpoints + m with Npoints the number of intermediate points between every
pair of the original matrix points.

On the other hand, the Legrendre2D code is intended to remove the dirt on the measurement
surface as well as in the capture elements (camera or CCD), allowing to characterize such imper-
fections as noise. The Legendre2D tool application gives the opportunity to correct the general
noise (uncharacterized) as we have mentioned in the published paper, enabling to perform cor-
rections in the wavefronts and resulting phases by analyzing not only the obtained wavefronts
from irradiance measurements (such as the ITE) but also enables correcting errors and noise
in Ronchigrams, Moirés, Moiré-Ronchigrams [? ], and others interferograms, as well as in the
wavefronts obtained from such interferograms. Hence, Legendre2D is a powerful tool to perform
noise analysis (we have reported our SNR values in table 4 of the published version). In Fig. ?? we
show the flowchart of the Legendre2D code, following the same format as in Fig. ??. In summary,
the code obtains 1-dimensional Legendre Polynomials from which 2-dimensional polynomials
are built. These 2D Legendre Polynomials are fitted using a least-square method, giving as a
result the set of Legendre coefficients.

Both codes files are included as

• Code 1: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12443552

• Code 2: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12443555
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i2DLP Code                                                                                   
for 2-dimensional Legendre 
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Fig. S1. i-2DLP flowchart (Code 1) with the inputs and outputs shown in ovals, the main
routines in rectangles and the decision variables in rhomboids. This code increases the resolution
of any given image.
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Legendre Polynomials fitting code 
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Fig. S2. Legendre2D flowchart (Code 2) with the inputs and outputs shown in ovals, the main
routines in rectangles and the decision variables in rhomboids. This code allows to remove the
imperfections of both the measurement surface and the optical elements.
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